Stage II Storyboard

ADVANCED ELEMENTS

The website is progressing from the first website created. I am now making the website more unique than the first by adding links to pictures, so when you click on the picture it takes you to another website. I am also highlighting the links so people know where they are located making it easier to get around the website efficiently. The pictures used throughout the website will have animation, from them moving across the screen to changing to a different picture when the mouse is over it.

RESEARCH

The information I will research and use will come from other accurate websites. I will include the Texas A&M University horticulture website, seeing what labs and research they use on flowers. I will also use www.botany.com, as it focuses on each particular flower and how to properly maintain flowers and plants. Other websites that contain a great deal of information regarding flowers, gardens, labs, and projects are: www.thegoodwebguide.co.uk.com, www.gardenguide.com, and www.plantideas.com.

ORGANIZATION

For organization in the website, I will use bullets for the listing of information in each flower website. Through each page I will also use bold, underlined headers to show where the history, best locations to grow, and other important information are located.

WRITING VS TRADITIONAL PRINT MATERIALS

The web is more easily accessed and interactive than traditional print materials. With the web you can click on links and words to take you to another page, whereas print materials you have to search continuously to find what you are looking for. The web offers more freedom to search what you are looking for and communicates information across the world. Traditional print materials make their way around, but not as quickly or easy as the web.

PROMOTING

To promote my website, I will try to get a link of my website placed onto other flower websites. Every website usually has links to other websites for information, so my website being placed on someone else’s could get the website promoted. I would also try to make it worldwide by getting it placed on Google or Yahoo which is known and easily accessed worldwide.
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Brief overview of how this site offers information on the following flowers. Ex: Diseases, fertilizers, best locations to grow and so on.
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